HYMN Improvisations

By VIRGINIA CARRINGTON THOMAS

Abide With Me
Blest Be The Tie That Binds
God Be With You 'Til We Meet Again
He Leadeth Me
I Love To Tell The Story
In The Hour Of Trial
Nearest, My God, To Thee
O, Jesus, Thou Art Standing
Rock Of Ages
Saved By Grace
Softly Now The Light Of Day
What A Friend We Have In Jesus
Mrs. Thomas, a native of New England, was born in Bristol, Connecticut. She received her Music Bachelor degree from Yale University, and continued her organ study at the Conservatoire Americain in Fontainbleau, France, with Carl Marie Widor, the great French organist and composer. Upon returning to America, she was presented in organ recitals from coast-to-coast. She was the first woman organist to give a recital at Town Hall, and is a fellow of the American Guild of Organists. At present, she is devoting her time to composition and recitals.
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IMPROVISATION ON
SAVED BY GRACE

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Full Solo Combination
(Strings & Reeds) without 16' pedal
Lower: Open Diapason 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16', 8'

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A$ 00 8757 234
F$
Pedal 5-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 00 8757 234
L 5641 1000
Pedal 4
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1950 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 10, N.Y.
International Copyright Secured Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved
IMPROVISATION ON
I LOVE TO TELL THE STORY

Andante

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Strings with 16'
Flutes 8', 4'
Lower: Open Diapason 8'
Pedal: 16', 8', Medium

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A# 40 7634 555
F# Pedal 5-3
G6 Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 40 7634 555
L 5641 1000
Pedal 4
Vibrato On, Normal

By Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1950 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
International Copyright Secured Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved
IMPROVISATION ON
NEARER, MY GOD, TO THEE

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Strings 16', 8'
Saxophone 8'
Lower: Open Diapason 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16', 8'

Upper Moderato

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A5 58 8787 753
A3 00 5641 100
Pedal 6-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 58 8787 753
L 5641 1000
Pedal 5
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1950 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
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IMPROVISATION ON
GOD BE WITH YOU 'TIL WE MEET AGAIN

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Full Solo Combination (Strings & Reeds) with 16'
Lower: Viola (Strings) 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16'

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A² 40 8757 234
A² 00 7665 211
Pedal 6-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 40 8757 234
L 7665 2110
Pedal 5
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Moderato

Copyright 1956 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N. Y.
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IMPROVISATION ON
WHAT A FRIEND WE HAVE IN JESUS

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Soft Diapason 8'
Lower: String 8', 4'
French Horn 8'
Pedal: 16', 8', Medium

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A# 00 5430 000
A# 00 8744 555
Pedal 5-2
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
Ω 00 5430 000
Ω 8744 5550
Pedal 3
Vibrato On, Normal

By Virginia Carrington Thomas

Andante

Copyright 1950 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
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IMPROVISATION ON
ROCK OF AGES

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Full Solo Combination
(Strings & Reeds) with 16' pedal
Lower: Viola (Strings) 8'
French Horn 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16'

Moderato

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A# 40 8757 234
A# 00 7665 211
Pedal 6-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U) 40 8757 234
L 7665 2110
Pedal 5
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1949 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
All Rights Reserved International Copyright Secured Made in U. S. A.
Più mosso
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IMPROVISATION ON
ABIDE WITH ME

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Flutes 8', 4', 2'
Lower: Salicional (Strings) 8'
Pedal: 16', 8', Medium

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A# 00 8706 000
A# 00 4544 321
Pedal 4-2
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 00 8706 000
L 4544 3210
Pedal 3
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1949 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
All Rights Reserved International Copyright Secured Made in U. S. A.
O, JESUS, THOU ART STANDING

IMPROVISATION ON

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Full Solo Combination (Strings & Reeds) without 16'
Lower: Open Diapason 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16', 8'

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A# 00 8757 234
F# Pedal 5-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 00 8757 234
L 5641 1000
Pedal 4
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Moderato

[A# D A7 D Em7 A7 D G D A7 D A]
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IMPROVISATION ON
IN THE HOUR OF TRIAL

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: English Horn (Reed) 8'
Viola (Strings) 8'
Lower: French Horn 8'
Pedal: 16', 8', Medium

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A♯ 00 5584 321
A♭ 00 7630 000
Pedal 4-2
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 00 5584 321
L 7630 000
Pedal 3
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1949 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
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IMPROVISATION ON
SOFTLY NOW THE LIGHT OF DAY

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Strings 8', Flute 8'
Lower: Diapason & String 8'
Pedal: 16', 8', Medium

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
Af 00 8444 444
Afl 00 5632 212
Pedal 5-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 00 8444 444
L 5632 2120
Pedal 4
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Moderato
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IMPROVISATION ON
HE LEADETH ME

Suggested Registration
For General Electronic or Pipe Organs
Upper: Flutes 16', 8', 4', 2'
Strings 8', 4'
Lower: String Diapason 8'
Pedal: Bourdon 16', 8'

Suggested Registration
For Pre-Set Organs
A♯ 80 8736 567
A♯ 00 5544 220
Pedal 6-3
Vibrato 2

Suggested Registration
For Spinet Drawbar Organs
U 80 8736 567
L 5544 2200
Pedal 5
Vibrato On, Normal

By
Virginia Carrington Thomas

Copyright 1949 by ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP., New York 19, N.Y.
All Rights Reserved  International Copyright Secured  Made in U. S. A.
Mrs. Thomas, a native of New England, was born in Bristol, Connecticut. She received her Music Bachelor degree from Yale University, and continued her organ study at the Conservatoire Americain in Fontainbleau, France, with Carl Marie Widor, the great French organist and composer. Upon returning to America, she was presented in organ recitals from coast-to-coast. She was the first woman organist to give a recital at Town Hall, and is a fellow of the American Guild of Organists. At present, she is devoting her time to composition and recitals.